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Multi-functional Peripherals (MFPs) have grown significantly in popularity over recent years. MFPs combine printing, scanning, copying 
and fax in one machine. They offer ease of use, take up little space, and deliver a better return on investment than separate devices.
But, all too often MFPs operate as technology islands. By leaving them separate from their wider communications network, many 
organizations are failing to maximize their use. Their isolation also makes it difficult to fulfill compliance requirements for regulations 
such as Sarbanes-Oxley.

Lane has developed strategic alliances with key MFP manufacturers to provide approved software solutions which enable their 
products to be fully integrated into your broader communications network.
 

Lane’s Passport 4000 fax server solution enables MFPs to be integrated into your communications infrastructure. As a result, you can 
realize the full potential of these powerful and versatile devices: 

 • All incoming and outgoing messages are centrally archived, 
monitored and logged, ensuring traceability of all documents. 

 • Hardware and maintenance costs are reduced by driving more  
activity through your MFPs. 

 • Productivity, workflow and customer relations are improved by 
integrating with ERP, CRM and document management systems. 

 • Compliance requirements are met for both internal management and  
legal obligations. 

 • Enables the implementation of cost-effective Fax-over-IP solutions. 

HP® Lane’s Passport 4000 fax server software integrates seamlessly with HP’s full range of MFPs, which offers the same 
advantages as its popular and award-winning LaserJet printers.

Xerox® Lane is a Xerox Business Partner and our Passport 4000 solution has been developed and tested in conjunction with 
Xerox. It integrates with Xerox’s WorkCentre Pro and Document Centre MFPs, opening them up to using an MFP for 
faxing as well as for printing, scanning and copying.

Ricoh® Lane’s Passport 4000 interfaces seamlessly with Ricoh, providing solutions that enable Ricoh products to integrate 
seamlessly into data networks.
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